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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, we introduce a new ring which is a generalization of 

Von Neumann  regular rings and we call it a centrally regular ring. Several 

properties of this ring are proved and we have extended many properties of 

regular rings to centrally regular rings. Also we have determined some 

conditions under which regular and centrally regular rings are equivalent.   
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فون نيومانمن النمط  منتظمةالحلقات للتعميم   

 عادل جبار
جامعة السليمانية، كلية العلوم  

 14/10/2008قبول: تاريخ ال                               01/09/2008تاريخ االستالم: 
 الملخص

في هذا البحث قدمنا تعريفا لحلقة جديدة والتي تكون تعميما للحلقات المنتظمة من النمط  
لى خواص عديدة لهذه الحلقة  سميناها الحلقات المنتظمة مركزيا. وتمت البرهنة عو فون نويمان 

وكذلك حددنا بعض الشروط التي ، هذه الحلقاتل ا من توسيع بعض خواص الحلقات المنتظمةوتمكن
 فرها تصبح الحلقات المنتظمة والحلقات المنتظمة مركزيا حلقات متكافئة.اعند تو 

 .، الحلقات المنتظمة مركزياالحلقات المنتظمة الكلمات المفتاحية:
Introduction: 

 Let R  be a ring. A nonempty subset S  of R  is called a 

multiplicative system in R  if S0  and Sb,a   implies that Sab  (Larsen 

and McCarthy, 1971) and a multiplicative system S  is called a central 

multiplicative system if }{]R,S[ 0= , where }Rr,Ss:]r,s{[]R,S[ =  and 

rssr]r,s[ −= (Jabbar and Majeed, 2008). If S  is a central multiplicative 

system in R , then one can easily show that }Sm,Ra:ma{SR =  is a ring  

under the following operations of addition and multiplication:  

(i): mnnm )mbna(ba +=+   and   (ii): mnnm )ab(ba = , for all Snm Rb,a   (Jabbar, 

2007) and this ring is known as the ring of quotients of R  with respect to 

the central multiplicative system  S  or the localization of R  at the central 

multiplicative system S , where ma  is the equivalence of )m,a(  in SR  
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under the equivalence relation (~) defined as follows: If SR)t,b(,)m,a(   

then ),(~),( tbma  if and only if there exists Ss  such that 0=− )mbta(s  

(Jabbar, 2007). 

 A ring R  is called a regular ring (Von Neumann), if for every Ra , 

there exists Rb  such that abaa =  (Goodearl, 1979) and an ideal I  of R  is 

called a regular ideal if, for every Ia , there exists Ib  such that abaa =  

(Goodreal, 1979). The Jacobson radical of R , denoted by )R(J , is the 

intersection of all maximal ideals of R , that is, M,M)R(J

M

=  is a maximal 

ideal of R  (Larsen and McCarthy, 1971). A ring R  with identity 1 is called 

indecomposable ring if },{)R(B 10= (Al-Hazmi, 2005), or equivalently, R  is 

called indecomposable if the only non zero central idempotent element of R  

is the identity 1 (Burgess and Raphael, 2008). 

Remarks: (Jabbar, 2007) 

 If R  is a ring. and S  is a central multiplicative system in R  then: 

1: For all Ss , we have s0  is the zero of SR  and nm 00 = , for all Sn,m  . 

Also, for all Ss , we have ss  is the identity element of SR  and it is easy to 

see  that nm nm =  for all Sn,m  .  

2: If Stm Rb,a  , where Rb,a   and St,m   , then tm ba =  if and only if 

)t,b(~)m,a(  if and only if there exists Ss  such that 0=− )mbta(s  and 

0=ma  if and only if there exists Su  such that 0=ua . 

3: If Rs,r   and Sn,m  , then we have =−+ nn )s(s nnnnn)nsns( 00 ==−  and 

hence nn s)s( −=−  and now mmmmmmm sr)msmr()sr(m)sr( +=+=+=+  and  

mmmmmm sr)s(r))s(r()sr( −=−+=−+=− .   

4: It is necessary to mention that, if S  is a central multiplicative system in 

R , then  }{]R,S[ 0=  and hence )R(ZS  , where )R(Z , is the center of the 

ring R , that is, rssr = , for all Rr,Ss  . 

Known Results: 

 The following are known results, we use them to drive our main 

results and one can see their proofs in the indicated references.   

Lemma A: (Jabbar, 2007) Let R  be a ring with identity 1 in which every 

non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R . If S  is a central multiplicative 

system in R  and B,A  are ideals of R  such that SS BA = , then BA= .  

Theorem B: (Goodearl, 1979) Let R  be a regular ring with identity 1. 

Then: 
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1: All one-sided ideals of R  are idempotent, and as a consequence to this: 

all ideals of R  are idempotent. 

2:  The Jacobson radical of R  is zero. 

Lemma C: (Jabbar, 2007) If R  is a ring in which )R(Z  contains no proper 

zero divisors of R , then }{)R(Z 0−  is a central multiplicative system in R . 

Lemma D: (Jabbar and Majeed, 2008) Let R  be a ring and S  is a central 

multiplicative system in R . If A  and B  are ideals ( resp. left ideals or right 

ideals ) of R , then SSS )AB(BA =  and SSS BA)BA( +=+ .   

Lemma E: (Jabbar, 2007) Let R  be a ring and S  is a central multiplicative 

system in R . If K  is a maximal ideal of SR  then there exists a maximal 

ideal M  of R , which is  disjoint from S  and such that 
S

MK = . 

Theorem F: (Goodearl, 1979) If R  is a regular ring, then its center, )R(Z , 

is also a regular ring. 

Lemma G: (Jabbar and Majeed, 2008) If R  is a ring and S  is a central 

multiplicative system in R , then )R(Z))R(Z( SS  .  

Theorem H: (Goodearl, 1979) Let R  be a ring with identity and J  be an 

ideal of R . Then R  is regular if and only if J  and 
J

R
 are both regular. 

Theorem I: (Goodearl, 1979) A ring R  is regular if and only if all ideals of 

R  are idempotent and 
P

R
 is regular for all prime ideals P  of R . 

Lemma J: (Jabbar, 2007) Let R  be a ring and S  is a central multiplicative 

system in R . If K  is a prime ideal of 
S

R  then there exists a prime ideal P  

of R , which is  disjoint from S  and such that 
S

PK = . 

Theorem K: (Goodearl, 1979) Let R  be a ring and let RxR:Rx{M =  is a 

regular ideal}. Then 

1: M  is a regular ideal of R . 

2: M  contains all regular ideals of R . 

3: 
M

R
 has no non zero regular ideals. 

Lemma L: (Jabbar, 2007) Let R  be a ring and S  is a central multiplicative 

system in R . If I   is an ideal of SR , then there exists an ideal I  of R  such 

that SII = . 
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Theorem M: (Tuganbaev, 2002 ) Let R  be a ring with identity. Then the 

following conditions are equivalent: 

1: R  is regular. 

2: Every principal left ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

3: Every principal right ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

4: Every finitely generated left ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

5: Every finitely generated right ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

Theorem N: (Tuganbaev, 2002) 

 Let R  be a non zero regular ring, then R  is indecomposable if and 

only if )R(Z  is a field. 

The Main Results: 

 We mention that in all what follows R  is a ring with identity unless 

otherwise stated. 

 Now it is the time to introduce the following definitions. 

Definitions: 

 We call R  a centrally regular ring if SR  is a regular ring for each 

central multiplicative system S  in R  and also we call an ideal J  of R  a 

centrally regular ideal if SJ  is a regular ideal of SR  for each central 

multiplicative system S  in R .  

 It is easy to prove that every regular ring is a centrally regular ring. 

Theorem 1: 

 If R  is a regular ring, then it is centrally regular and also, a regular 

ideal is centrally regular. 

Proof: 

 The proof is easy ■ . 

 In general, a centrally regular ring may not be regular as we see in 

the following example. 

Example: 

 Consider the ring ).,,Z( 8882 + , where },,,{Z 64202 8 = . It is easy to 

check that this ring is not regular. On the other hand, if 82Z  is not centrally 

regular then there exists a central multiplicative system S  in 82Z  such that 

S)Z( 82  is not regular. But the only subset of 82Z  which do not contain 0  

are the following,  },{,},{,},{,}{,}{,}{ 646242642  and },,{ 642 , so that S  

must be one of these sets. By simple computations one can easily see that 
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non of these sets  is a multiplicative system in 82Z  which is  a contradiction. 

Hence 82Z  is a centrally regular ring which is not regular. 

Lemma 2: 

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R ,  S  is a central 

multiplicative system in R  and B,A  are ideals ( resp. left ideals or right 

ideals ) of R  such that 
SS BA =  then BA= .  

Proof: 

 One can use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma A, and 

getting the result ■ . 

Lemma 3: 

 If every nonzero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R , then }{)R(Z 0−  

contains no proper zero divisors of R . 

Proof: 

 The proof is easy ■ . 

 Now we give a condition under which the properties of regular rings 

given in Theorem B and Theorem F can be extended to centrally regular 

rings. 

Theorem 4: 

 Let R  be a centrally regular ring in which every non zero element of 

)R(Z  is a unit in R . Then show that: 

1: All one-sided ideals of R  are idempotent. 

2:  All ideals of R  are idempotent. 

3:  The Jacobson radical of R  is zero, that is, 0=)R(J . 

4: )R(Z  is a regular ring. 

Proof: 

1: By Lemma 3, we have }{)R(Z 0−  contains no proper zero divisors of R  

and by Lemma C, we have }{)R(Z 0−  is a central multiplicative system in 

R . If we put }{)R(ZS 0−= , then since R  is a centrally regular ring, so SR  

is a regular ring. Now let A  be any left ideal of R . It is easy to check that 

SA  is a left ideal of the regular ring SR . Hence by Theorem B, we get SA  

is idempotent, that is, SS A)A( =2 . But, then from Lemma D, we get 

.)A()A( SS
22 =  Hence we get SS A)A( =2 . Then by Lemma 2, we get 

AA =2 . So that, A  is idempotent and if A  is a right ideal, then by the same 

argument we can show that A  is again idempotent ■ .  

2: The proof is as the same argument as in the proof of (1) ■ . 
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3: From Lemma 3 and Lemma C, we have }{)R(Z 0−  is a central 

multiplicative system in R , so let }{)R(ZS 0−=  and since R  is centrally 

regular, so SR  is a regular ring and hence by Theorem B, we get 0=)R(J S . 

Next, to show )R(J))R(J( SS  . Let S))R(J(as  , where )R(Ja  and Ss . 

If K  is any maximal ideal of SR , then by Lemma E, there exists a maximal 

ideal M  of R  such that =SM   and SMK = . Since )R(Ja , so Ma  

and thus K
S

M
s

a = . Hence )
S

R(J
s

a  , which implies that 

)R(J))R(J( SS  . Thus we get 0=S))R(J( . Finally, by using the result of 

Lemma 2, we get 0=)R(J  ■ .  

4: By Lemma 3 and Lemma C, we have }{)R(ZS 0−=  is a central 

multiplicative system in R  and as R  is centrally regular, so that SR  is a 

regular ring. Hence by Theorem F, )R(Z S  is a regular ring. Now to show 

)R(Z  is regular. Let )R(Za . Since S1 , so 
S

))R(Z(a 
1

. Using Lemma 

G, we get )
S

R(Za 
1

 and thus, there exists )R(Zb St  , where St,Rb   

such that ttt )aba()aba(abaa ===
11111 . Then there exists Ss  such that 

sabasta = . Since St,s  , so they are non zero elements of  )R(Z  and hence 

they are units in R , thus Rt,s −− 11 . Next to show that  )R(Zb,t −1 . Since 

S  is central, so for all Rr , we have rttr = . Then 1111 −−=−− rttttrtt . Hence 

rtrt 11 −=− , so that )R(Zt −1 . To show )R(Zb . Since )R(Zb St  , so for 

all Rr , we have tttttttt )rb(brrb)br( === . Hence there exists Su  such 

that 0=− )rbbr(utt . Then, since St,u  , we get that t,u  are                        

non zero elements of )R(Z  and thus Rt,u −− 11 . Then 

00111111 =−−−=−−−−=− utt)rbbr(uttuttrbbr . So that rbbr = , for all Rr  and 

thus )R(Zb . Hence  )R(Zbt −1 . Since S  is central, so we get 

baatsabaststasta 11111 −=−−=−−= , where )R(Zbt −1 . Hence )R(Z  is a 

regular ring ■ .   

 Next we prove the following result which determines the relation 

between the regularity of ideals in the both rings R  and SR .  

Lemma 5: 

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R , S  is a central 

multiplicative system in R  and if  J  is an ideal of R , then J  is a regular 

ideal of R  if and only if SJ  is a regular ideal of SR . 

Proof: 
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 Let J  be a regular ideal of R . By using the same argument as in 

Theorem 1, we can show that SJ  is a regular ideal of SR . 

 Conversely, let SJ  be a regular ideal of SR . To show J  is a regular 

ideal of R . Let Ja . Then as S , there exists an element Ss  such that  

SJas  . Hence there exists SJbt  , for Jb  and St , such that 

stsstss )aba(abaa == . Then  there exists Su , such that usabaustsa = . 

Since t,s,u  are all non zero elements of )R(Z , so Rts,u −−− 111 , and then 

one can easily get that a)bts(aa 11 −−= , where  Jbts −− 11 . Hence J  is a 

regular ideal of R  ■ . 

 Now, with the aid of the last lemma we can extend the result of 

Theorem H, to centrally regular rings.     

Theorem 6: 

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R  and J  is an ideal of 

R , then R  is centrally regular if and only if both J  and 
J

R
 are regular. 

Proof: 

 Let R  be centrally regular. To show J  and 
J

R
 are regular. By 

Lemma 3 and Lemma C, we have }{)R(ZS 0−=  is a central multiplicative 

system in R , so that SR  is a regular ring. Then by Theorem H, we have SJ  

and  
S

S

J

R
 both are regular . Hence by Lemma 5, we get J  is a regular ideal 

of R . Next, let 
J

R
Jr +  be any element, where Rr . Then as S1  we get 

SRr 1  and hence 
S

S
S

J

R
Jr +1 , so there exists 

S

S
S

J

R
Jas + , where 

Ss,Ra  , such that  

SSSSSS J)rar(J)rar()Jr)(Ja)(Jr(Jr sss +=+=+++=+ 11111 . Hence  

SJ)rar(r s −1 . Then we get  

SJ)rar(r)rar(sr)rar()rs()rarrs( ssssss −=−=−=− 11 . Hence  

ts b)rarrs( =− , for some St,Jb   and thus, there exists Su , such that 

usb)rarrs(ut =− . Since S  is central, so we get usbutrarutsr =− . But since 

Ss,t,u  , so s,t,u  are nonzero elements of )R(Z  and hence they are units of 

R , that is, Rs,t,u −−− 111 . Then from the last equation we get 

Jbtarrsr −=−− 11 .  
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Put asc 1−= , so we get Jrcrr − , where Rasc −= 1 . Thus 

)Jr)(Jc)(Jr(JrcrJr +++=+=+ , where 
J

R
Jc + . Hence 

J

R
 is regular.  

     Conversely, suppose that both J  and 
J

R
 are regular. Then, by Theorem 

H, we get R  is a regular ring and then by Theorem 1, we get R  is centrally 

regular ■ .  

     Next, we give a condition which makes both rings R  and SR  as 

indecomposable rings.  

Theorem 7: 

 If  R  is non zero and )R(Z  contains no proper zero divisors of R  

with S  is a central multiplicative system in R , then: 

1: R  is an indecomposable ring. 

2: SR  is indecomposable ring. 

Proof: 

1: First, we will show that R  is indecomposable, so let a  be any non zero 

central idempotent element of R . This means that a  is a non zero 

element of )R(Z .  

Since a  is idempotent, so aa =2 , that is, 01 =− )a(a . If  01−a , then a  

is a proper zero divisor of R , which is a contradiction (since )R(Z  

contains no proper zero divisors of R  ) and thus 01=−a , that is, 

==1a the identity of R   

     and thus R  is indecomposable ■ .  

2: Next, to show SR  is indecomposable. Let sa  be a non zero central 

idempotent element of SR , where Ss,Ra  . If 0=a , then 0=sa , which 

is a contradiction, so we get 0a . Next to show )R(Za . Let Rr . 

Then, since sa  is a central element of SR , so )R(Za Ss   and as SRrs  , 

we get ssss arra = . Hence ssss )ra()ar( = , so there exists St  such that 

0=− )raar(tss . As )R(Z  contains no proper zero divisors of R , we get 

raar = , so that )R(Za . That means a  is a non zero element of )R(Z . 

Now, since sa  is idempotent element of SR , so we have 
s

a)
s

a( =2 . 

Hence sss aaa = , which implies that 
ss

)as(
s

s
s

a
s

a
ss

)a( ===2 . By the 

same steps, as in the above, we obtain asa =2 , that is 0=− )sa(a . Then, if 

0− sa , then a  is a proper zero divisor of R , that means, )R(Z  contains 

the proper zero divisor a  which is a contradiction. Hence 0=− sa , and 

thus sa = , then == ss sa  the identity of  
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    SR . So that SR  is indecomposable ■ . 

 It is known that, a field contains no proper zero divisors, but the 

converse is not true, in general, that is, if )R(Z  is a field, then it has no 

proper zero divisors and now, as a corollary to Theorem 7, we prove that 

the converse of the above statement is true also when the ring is a non zero 

regular ring, that is, if R  is a non zero regular ring and )R(Z  contains no 

proper zero divisors, then )R(Z  is a field.    

Corollary 8: 

 If R  is non zero and regular, for which )R(Z  contains no proper zero 

divisors of R , then )R(Z  is a field. 

Proof: 

 By Theorem 7, we get R  is indecomposable and by Theorem N, 

we get that 

)R(Z  is a field ■ .    

 Next, we generalize the result of Theorem I, to centrally regular 

rings and as follows:  

Theorem 9: 

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R . Then R  is 

centrally regular if and only if every ideal of R  is idempotent and 
P

R
  is a 

regular ring, for every prime ideal P  of  R . 

Proof: 

 Let R  be centrally regular. From Theorem 4, we get that every ideal 

of R  is idempotent. Now let P  be any prime ideal of R , then from 

Theorem 6, we get 
P

R
  is regular. 

 Conversely, suppose that every ideal of R  is idempotent and 
P

R
  is 

regular for every prime ideal P  of  R . To show R  is centrally regular. Let 

S  be any central multiplicative system in R . It is required to show that SR  

is regular. If I   is any ideal of SR , then from Lemma L , there exists an 

ideal I  of R  such that SII = . Hence by the given condition we get I  is 

idempotent and then by using Lemma D, we get  

II)I(IIII)I( SSSS ===== 22 . That is, every ideal of SR  is idempotent. 

Let P  be any prime ideal of SR . To show 
P

RS


 is regular. By Lemma J, 

there exists a prime ideal P  of R  such that = SP  and SPP = . So that by 
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the given condition 
P

R
 is regular. Now let 

S

S
S

P

R
Prs + , where SsRr  , . 

Then 
P

R
Pr + . As 

P

R
  is regular, there exists 

P

R
Pa + , for some Ra , such 

that Prar)Pr)(Pa)(Pr(Pr +=+++=+ . Hence Prarr − . So that 

SP)rarr()rar(r sss −=− . Hence we get =+=+ SS P)rar(Pr ss  

=+=+=+=+ SSSS Pr)ass(rP)rassr(P)rarss(Pss)rar( ssssssssssss  

)Pr)(P)ass)((Pr( SSS sss +++ , where 
S

S
S

P

R
P)ass( s + . Thus we get  

S

S

P

R
 is 

regular, that is 
P

RS


 is regular for all prime ideals P  of SR . Hence by 

Theorem I, we get SR  is regular and thus R  is a centrally regular ring ■ . 

Theorem 10: 

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R  and Rx . Then 

RxR  is a regular ideal of R  if and only if  RxR  is a centrally regular ideal of 

R . 

Proof: 

 Let RxR  be a regular ideal of R . Then, RxR  is a centrally regular 

ideal of R .   

 Conversely, let RxR  be a centrally regular ideal of R . To show RxR  

is a regular ideal R . By Lemma 3 and Lemma C, }{)R(ZS 0−=  is a central 

multiplicative system in R  and thus S)RxR(  is a regular ideal of SR . Now let 

RxRaxb  be any element, where Rb,a  . As S1 , we get S)RxR()axb( 1  

and hence there exists St,Rv,u   such that =1)axb( t)uxv()axb( 1 =1)axb(  

t)axbuxvaxb( . Hence there exists Ss  such that )axbuxvaxb(s)axb(st = . Using 

the fact that S  is central and that non zero elements of )R(Z  are units in R , 

so by simple computations we get axb)uxvt(axbaxb 1−= , where RxRuxvt −1 . 

Hence RxR  is a regular ideal of R  ■ . 

 By using the result of Theorem 10, we can extend the result of 

Theorem K, to 

centrally regular rings and as follows:   

Theorem 11: 

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R  and let 

RxR:Rx{M =  is a centrally regular ideal of R }. Then: 

1: M  is a regular ideal of R . 

2: M  contains all regular ideals of R . 
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3: 
M

R
 has no non zero regular ideals. 

 

Proof: 

 By applying Theorem 10, we can see that RxR:Rx{M =  is a 

centrally regular ideal of =}R  RxR:Rx{   is a regular ideal of R } and now 

by applying Theorem K, the proof will follow at once ■ .   

 Now we prove the following lemma, which will be used in driving 

our last result. 

Lemma 12: 

 If S  is a central multiplicative system in R  with S1 , then 

1xRxR)Rx( SSS s ==  and SSS RxRx)xR( s 1== , for all Rx  and for all Ss .  

Proof: 

 Let Rx  and Ss . To show sxR)Rx( SS = . Let S)Rx()rx( t  , where 

St,Rr  . Then  sststt xRx)rs(s)rx()rx( S== , and thus sxR)Rx( SS   and 

if sst xRxr S , for St,Rr  , then S)Rx()rx(xr tsst = , so that 

SS )Rx(xR s  . Hence sxR)Rx( SS = . Next, to show that 1xR)Rx( SS = . Since 

1xr)rx( ss = , for all Rr , so we get 1xR)Rx( SS = . Hence we get 

1xRxR)Rx( SSS s == . 

 The proof of the second part is as the same steps of the proof of the 

first part ■ . 

 Finally, we generalize the result of Theorem M, to centrally regular 

rings and as follows: 

Theorem 13:  

 If every non zero element of )R(Z  is a unit in R . Then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

1: R  is a centrally regular ring. 

2: Every principal left ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

3: Every principal right ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

4: Every finitely generated left ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

5: Every finitely generated right ideal of R  is generated by an idempotent. 

Proof: 

)( 21 : First, let R  be a centrally regular ring. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 

C, we get }{)R(ZS 0−=  is a central multiplicative system in R  and so that 

SR  is a regular ring. Let Rx , be any principal left ideal of R , where Rx . It 

is easy to show that S)Rx(  is a left ideal of SR . From Lemma 12, we have 
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1xR)Rx( SS = . Hence S)Rx(  is a principal left ideal of the regular ring SR , so 

by Theorem M, we get S)Rx(  is generated by an idempotent element of SR , 

say se , that is, seR)Rx( SS = , where se  is an idempotent element of SR . 

Then we have sssssssssss )se(eseee)ee()e( =====2  and since S  is 

central and non zero elements of )R(Z  are units in R , we get see =2 . Since 

s  is a non zero element of )R(Z , so it is a unit in R . Hence there exists 

Ru  such that suus ==1  (Note that su =−1  and us =−1 ). Next, we will 

show )R(Zu . Let Rr , then since Ss , so )R(Zs . Hence srrs = . Then 

we get  usruursu = , that is, ruur = , for all Rr , so that )R(Zu . Then, we 

get ueuuseuueuueeueue)ue( ===== 22  and thus ue  is an idempotent element 

of R . To show )ue(RRx = . Let Rxb . Then, as S1 , we have 

seR)Rx(b SS =1 , so that, tsst )ke(ekb ==1 , for some St,Rk  . Then, there 

exists Sv , such that vkevtsb = . As St,v  , they are units in R .                 

So that, Rt,v −− 11 . Then since )R(Zu , so we have 

)ue(Rkuetkeutvkevtsvtsbvtsb −=−=−−−=−−−= 11111111 . Thus )ue(RRx . 

Next, we will show Rxe . Since seR)Rx( SS = , so we get 

SS )Rx(eRese ssss == . Hence, there exists Sm,Rc   such that m)cx(es = . 

Then, there exists Sn  such that nscxnme= . Since Sm,n  , so they are non 

zero elements of )R(Z  and hence they are units in R , so that Rm,n −− 11 . 

Then we get  Rxscxmnscxnmnmenme −=−−=−−= 11111 . Then, since Rx  is a 

left ideal of R , so we have Rxrue)ue(r = , for all Rr , which means that 

Rx)ue(R  . Hence )ue(RRx = , that means Rx  is generated by the idempotent 

element ue  of R .  

 Conversely, suppose that every principal left ideal of R  is generated 

by an idempotent. Then, by Theorem M, we have R  is a regular ring and 

then by Theorem 1, we get R  is a centrally regular ring. 

)( 31  We can proceed exactly by the same way as in the previous proof 

just by taking xR  as a principal right ideal of R  and getting the result.          

)( 41 Let R  be a centrally regular ring. Again by Lemma 3 and Lemma 

C, we get }{)R(ZS 0−=  is a central multiplicative system in R  and so that 

SR  is a regular ring. Let nRx...RxRx +++ 21  be any finitely generated left 

ideal of R , where Rnx,...,x,x 21 . Using Lemma D and Lemma 12, we get 

=+++=+++ SSSS )nRx(...)Rx()Rx()nRx...RxRx( 2121  

11211 )nx(R...)x(R)x(R SSS +++ . That means, S)nRx...RxRx( +++ 21  is a finitely 
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generated left ideal of the regular ring SR  and thus by Theorem M, we get 

that S)nRx...RxRx( +++ 21  is generated by an idempotent element of SR ,    

say se . So that =+++ S)nRx...RxRx( 21 seRS , where se  is an idempotent 

element of SR . Then, since se  is idempotent, so as the same steps as in the 

above, there exists  )R(Zu  such that suus ==1 , with 11 −=−= us,su  and ue  

is an idempotent element of R . To show )ue(RnRx...RxRx =+++ 21 . Let  

nRx...RxRxb +++ 21 . Then, as S1 , we have 

seR)nRx...RxRx(b SS =+++ 211 , so there exists Sk,Ra  , such that  

kssk
)ae(eab ==1 . Then, there exists Sv , such that vaevksb = . As Sk,v  , 

they are units in R . So that, Rk,v −− 11 . Then since )R(Zu , so we have 

)ue(Rauekaeukvaevksvksbvksb −=−=−−−=−−−= 11111111 . Thus we get 

)ue(RnRx...RxRx +++ 21 . Next, we will show nRx...RxRxe +++ 21 . Now, 

we have == ssss eRese S S)nRx...RxRx( +++ 21 , so there exists 

Sl,Rnc,...,c,c 21   such that l)nxnc...xcxc(es +++= 2211 . Then, there 

exists Sn  such that )nxnc...xcxc(nsnle +++= 2211 . Since Sl,n  , so they 

are non zero elements of )R(Z  and hence they are units in R , so that 

Rl,n −− 11 .  

Then we get  =−−= nlenle 11 =+++−− )nxnc...xcxc(nsnl 2211
11  

+−
11

1 xcsl  ++− ...xcsl 22
1

−
nxncsl 1

nRx...RxRx +++ 21 . Then, since  

nRx...RxRx +++ 21  is a left ideal of R , so we have  

= rue)ue(r nRx...RxRx +++ 21  for all Rr , which means that  

nRx...RxRx)ue(R +++ 21 . Hence )ue(RnRx...RxRx =+++ 21 , that means, 

nRx...RxRx +++ 21  is generated by the idempotent element ue  of R . 

 Conversely, suppose that every finitely generated left ideal of R  is 

generated by an idempotent. Then, by Theorem M, we have R  is a regular 

ring and then by Theorem 1, we get R  is a centrally regular ring. 

)( 51  We can proceed exactly by the same way as in the previous proof 

just by taking Rnx...RxRx +++ 21   as a finitely generated right ideal of R  and 

getting the result ■ .          
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